
BREAD TROUBLES CAN BE AVOIDED! UNCLE
SAM GIVES SOME POINTERS

The fifth of six aticles in which
Uncle Sam, through The Day Book
cooking expert, tells how house-
wives can save $20,000,000 a year by
saving $1 a year in each American
home. The recipes given have been
tested in the U. S. baking laboratory.

BY BIDDY BYE
A spoiled batch' of bread makes an

expensive contribution to the gar-
bage men, with flour at the present
prices. Bread troubles can all be
avoided, if housekeepers take a rea-
sonable amount of care.

The most important, according to
Uncle Sam's experts, are heaviness
and sogginess. This condition may
be due to the use of too much water
in proportion to the floor, or to in- -
sufficient kneading, rising and
Ing, or to the poor quality of the
yeast '

Occasionally the crumb of fresh
bread breaks instead of separating
cleanly under the knife. Dry flour
may be the cause of this, or the
dough may have lost its tenacity by
being overworked.

Another common fault in bread is
a crumb full of large irregular holes,
instead of the small, even pores it
should show. These occur in over-knead-

or overworked dough; or if
they are found just below the crust,
the oven was too hot

Sour bread is caused by an acid
given off by the growth of bacteria.
This may be a fault of the yeast, or
it may follow the use of unclean
utensils.

If bread grows sour with age it
has probably caught the undesirable
bacteria from the air.

Soda is often used by housekeep-
ers to prevent souring, but it is un-
necessary under right conditions of
bread making.

Jt (Uncle Sam's recipes for corn meal

substitutes for bread will be printed
in The Day Book tomorrow.)
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CUNNING LITTLE "JUMPER"
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By Betty Brown

A clever little "jumper" may be
made from a remnant of black vel-

vet, which can deceive your best
friend into thinking "last year's skirt
is brand new."

The velvet, as in the sketch, is cut
blouse fashion at the waist line and
buttoned in the back. The double
shoulder straps are more decorative
than the usual single strap.

The little "jifmper" may be
stitched to the skirt or it may be
worn separately like a vest Brace-
lets of black velvet will add to the
"stylishness" of your black velvet
blouselet
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, The world is easy to deform and
hard to reform.


